Pivigo is seeking a
Tech Lead/Lead Engineer
with immediate start date for the
Berlin
office.
Introduction:
At Pivigo we are building the leading marketplace for data science. With our five
years of experience running Europe's first, largest and most successful data science
bootcamp, and our current web portal, we are deeply involved with the data science
community. We are now looking for an experienced, senior engineer to join our
dynamic and creative team, to use their knowledge and motivation to help us
continue to innovate and deliver a series of new, engaging features for data
scientists. If you want to be a leading figure in shaping our exciting product and use
your knowledge about building great web applications to create a unique, online
experience for the data science community, this is for you!
We develop in ReactJS and Python, use Kubernetes for deployment, and rely heavily
on coffee and laughs to keep us happy and sane. The position is ideal for someone
who has a lot of knowledge that they want to put to good use and pass on, want to
make an impact, make decisions and take on tech leadership - but also want to keep
learning from a very diverse team.
What we are looking for:
We are looking for a talented, interested, and curious engineer to join us in our efforts
to build new and useful tools for data scientists.
As senior developer you will have some experience with web application
development, specifically most of the following:
- Python
- React or another Javascript framework
- Relational databases
- Working in an agile team (we do Scrum)
- Some knowledge of web application deployment and infrastructure (e.g. Docker,
Jenkins, Kubernetes, AWS, …)
As tech lead you will be responsible for:
- Leading the team of developers (sprint meetings, discussions, mentoring,
code reviews and QA) and interview prospective new joiners.
- Implement features on both front- and backend, writing well designed, fully
tested and readable code.
- Work with the product team: discussing user stories and roadmap with the PM
- Help create infrastructure for data driven product development.
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- Meet with tech partners.
- Support CTO in defining overall tech strategy and architecture.
What you get:
On the more material side, we offer a competitive salary plus attractive share options.
More importantly, though, you will be leading a small team working on a new platform
for data science. Your contribution will matter. You will matter and you will get the
respect of a global community of data scientists, as well as be part of a young,
dynamic and fast growing team. Rather than put constraints in your way, we aim to
provide you with all you need to do your job - giving you the tools of your choice, the
time to learn and the support you need to excel; by removing obstacles and providing
advice.
Our other benefits include, an unlimited supply of cookies and many vouchers and
deals. We often organise Pivigo team days to enjoy each other’s company and our
successes.
Apply by sending a CV and cover letter to jobs@pivigo.com
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